
                                         
 

Grade 4                
 

Term 1 Curricular Highlights
 

Throughout 2017-18, we will focus on developing the IB Learner Profiles and Approaches to 

Learning outcomes at developmentally appropriate levels. 

 

Learner Profiles  

 

 

Knowledgeable    Communicator   Thinker      Risk-taker     Caring  

Open-minded     Balanced         Principled    Reflective     Inquirer 

 

 

 

 

 

Approaches to Learning 

(Social Skills, Self-

Management Skills) 

Social Skills: 

 Accepting Responsibility: Contributes positively as a community 

member. 

 Respecting Others: Treats others with respect and values 

diversity. 

 Cooperating: Demonstrates (caring and) thoughtful behaviours in 

collaborative situations. 

 Resolving Conflict: Solves problems in peaceful ways. 

Self-Management Skills: 

 Organization –Organizes self effectively in a variety of 

situations.   

 Time Management Uses time efficiently and appropriately.    

 Safety – Self-regulates and makes responsible choices to keep 

everyone safe. 

 Codes of Behaviour: Respects Essential Agreements and routines. 

 

Unit of Inquiry
 

 

 

Transdisciplinary Theme 

 

                     Who we are 

An inquiry into the nature of the self; beliefs and values; personal, 

physical, mental, social and spiritual health; human relationships including 

families, friends, communities, and cultures; rights and responsibilities; 

what it is to be human. 

 

Central Idea: Learning about others helps us to reflect on our rights and 

responsibilities. 

  Understanding of rights and responsibilities. 



Learning Outcomes:  

 

 Different views about rights and responsibilities. 

 Knowledge of rights and responsibilities that have inspired actions. 

 

 

Transdisciplinary Theme 

                    How the world works 

An inquiry into the natural world and its laws; the interaction between the 

natural world (physical and biological) and human societies; how humans use 

their understanding of scientific principles; the impact of scientific and 

technological advances on society and on the environment. 
 

Central Idea: 

Our understanding of different sources of energy and transformation 

allows us to make responsible conservation choices. 

 

Learning Outcomes:  

 

 The different forms of energy. 

 Devices that transform energy. 

 Energy conservation. 

 

Curricular Areas 

 

Language Arts Comprehend and Connect 

 Access and integrate information and ideas from a variety of sources 

to build understanding. 

 Use a variety of comprehension strategies. 

 Recognize how literary elements, techniques and devices enhance 

meaning in texts. 

Create and Communicate 

 Use writing process to plan, develop and create texts. 

 Communicate in sentences and paragraphs while using supporting 

details. 

 Apply conventions of spelling, grammar and punctuation. 

Mathematics  Recognizes and extends number patterns from charts and tables. 

 Writes and solves equations. 

 Reads and writes numbers to 10 000 in standard, expanded, and 

written form. 

 Compares and orders numbers to 10 000. 

 Uses various strategies to add and subtract numbers to 10 000. 

French  Listens and participates actively during whole class oral language 

activities. 

 Expresses acquired information in written and oral form. 

 Demonstrates knowledge of weather expressions, activities and 

clothing throughout the year. 

Physical Education  Develops and applies fundamental movement skills in a variety of 

physical activities and environments. 

 Applies a variety of movement concepts and strategies in different 

physical activities. 

 Describes and applies strategies that promote a safe and caring 

environment.  

 Participates daily in physical activity at moderate to vigorous intensity 



levels. 

Art  Plans, explores and produces images that connected to place, culture, 

emotions and identity showing creative and combined use of: 

contrasting colour, line, space, pattern, unity, balance, emphasis, 

rhythm and variety. 

 Uses class time, tools and materials safely and effectively, while 

demonstrating personal and collective responsibility associated with 

creating, experiencing and sharing art. 

 Reflects thoughtfully and thoroughly on creative processes and makes 

solid personal connections to artwork through the use of creative 

writing and written reflection. 

 Effectively collaborates within a group setting in order to create 

artwork inspired by imagination, inquiry and experimentation. 

Music   Demonstrate the core competency of communication by playing 

handbells with proper care and playing techniques. 

 Demonstrate the core competency of thinking by demonstrating 

through handbell playing, knowledge of note names, note duration and 

rhythm, time and key signatures, accidentals, dynamics and special 

effects. 

 Demonstrate the personal and social competency by having a positive 

attitude, respecting people and instruments. 

 

For further information about this Grade, contact your child’s teachers. 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 


